Kitchen accessoires
Press Release
Naber wins the Universal Design Competition
The expert jury of the Universal Design Competition ranks the Turno Solo kitchen faucet by
Naber (Design by tbSTUDIO, Berlin) among the winners of the year 2021. It thus emphasises
that the faucet's excellent design makes it easy to understand and means that it can be
successfully used by a wide range of people. The simple and reduced design language of
the kitchen faucet is closely related to that of the Corno Turno sink combination. This product
was among the winners of the Universal Design Competition 2020.
The particularly user-friendly design, which led to the award "Universal Design Expert Winner
2021", can be seen in Turno Solo from the ARMATE® LINEA range in the ergonomic head
control at the end of the high, L-shaped outlet. When the faucet is operated, the water flows
behind your hand instead of next to your forearm. In addition, the outlet can be swivelled by
200 degrees. The surface finish can be chosen in classic chrome or stainless steel with a
matt effect.
Due to the contact restrictions caused by the pandemic, this year's Universal Design
Competition held by the Institute for Universal Design (IUD) was not in Munich as usual. It
was streamed live on YouTube. Companies, design offices and students from numerous
countries had submitted products, including digital applications and service scenarios. 35
entries to the competition were presented the Award 2021.
www.naber.com

Naber GmbH
A dynamically growing company within the
kitchen accessories sector. More than 3,500
accessories items belong to the product range.
Numerous internationally recognised design
awards underline the innovative power of the
family-owned business which is successful for
decades.

Management
Hans-Joachim Naber is the tireless driving
force behind the development and realisation
of innovative products.
Ingrid Naber unerringly controls the areas human
resources, organisation and finance.
Lasse Naber shapes the future direction of the
company with drive and vitality.
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